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Strategic
Policy Management Understanding that threshold context accommodates first instance extra-entity ECSP derivation abets reformulating Kaplan and Norton's Learning and Growth Perspective in an objective reference statement. And, understanding threshold social policy transactions involve exogenous economic organization adoption of Pareto-Optimal (Rev-Max, Customer's Perspective) and (Cost-Min, Shareholders' Perspective) endogenous economic organization management policies abets supplanting Kaplan and Norton's Balanced Scorecard Perspectives with necessary and essential (exogenous-position, exogenousperspective) objective reference-based social policy perspectives.
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VIII CONCLUSION
This paper makes several contributions to the Balanced Scorecard academic literature by investigating the Balanced Scorecard Perspectives in the scripture writers' social choice theory model setting. First, it explains the Balanced Scorecard's acclaim to-date as a matter of (subjective: objective) reference transition. Second, it reformulates Kaplan and Norton's Balanced Scorecard Learning and Growth Perspective by characterizing it as a first instance context perspective where strategy formulation is first instance extra-entity defined. Third, it supplants Kaplan and Norton's Balanced Scorecard with the missing concept of the (exogenous-position, exogenous-perspective) objective reference-based social policy perspective. 
